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If II is a finite projective plane of order q2 over the field K = GF(q2), 
then 17 admits a polarity 6 which is induced on I7 by a nondegenerate 
hermitian form on the underlying vector space. The subgroup of the little 
projective group PSL,(q2) which centralizes 6 is the projective special unitary 
group PSU,(q). The purpose of this paper is to show that the reverse of this 
situation also holds, namely, if 17 is a finite projective plane of order q2 which 
admits a collineation group G isomorphic to PSU,(q2), then I7is a desarguesian 
plane and G acts on li’in the usual manner, that is, as PSU,(q) acts on PG2(q2). 
A discussion of PSU,(q) may be found in the works of L. Dickson [3] and 
B. Huppert [5]. For a thorough discussion of projective planes the reader 
may refer to the book by P. Dembowski [2]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
If n denotes a projective plane, a polarity of l7 is a l-1 involutory corre- 
spondence 6 between the set of points and the set of lines of l7 which preserves 
the incidence relation [, i.e., the point x is incident with the line L, x [ L, 
if and only if L6 / x6. A point x is an absolute point of II, with respect to the 
polarity 6 if x ( x6, and dually. If 17 is a finite projective plane of order q2, 
then 6 is a unitary polarity of II if 6 is a polarity which admits q3 + 1 absolute 
points. When 6 is a unitary polarity, the configuration cf, formed by the 
absolute points and nonabsolute lines is a unital [2] and satisfies the properties 
that di contains q2(q2.- q + 1) lines, q3 + 1 points; each point of @ is on q2 
lines of @, and each line of @ contains q + 1 points of @. Each point of II 
is on some absolute line, and dually. 
If II is the desarguesian plane PG2(q2) over the field GF(q2), let 6 denote 
the unitary polarity of Ii’ which arises from a nondegenerate hermitian form 
on the underlying vector space, and let @ denote the unital associated with 6. 
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If G =-= PSU,(q) is the subgroup of PSL,(q2) which centralizes 6, then the 
order of G is (q3 + l)q3(q2 - 1)/d, where d = (q + 1, 3), and G is 2-transitive 
on the points of CD, i.e., on the q3 + 1 absolute points of II. For each point 
x in @, the stabilizer G, is the semidirect product of a group Q of order q3 
by a cyclic group K of order (q2 - 1)/d which is the stabilizer of two distinct 
absolute points of IT. Q is regular (and transitive) on the remaining q3 absolute 
points of II and the center T(x) of Q is an elementary abelian p-group of 
order q, where q = p”. T(x) is the group of (x, a+)-elations in G. G is transitive 
on the lines of @, and for each such line L, the stabilizer GL has order 
(q + 1)2(q2 - q)/d and contains a normal subgroup D(L) which is a cyclic 
group of order (q + 1)/d. D(L) is the group of (L6,L)-homologies in G. 
All the homology groups D(L), for L in @, are conjugate in G as are all the 
elation groups T(x), for x in @. 
2. THE ACTION OF PSU,(q) ON A PLANE OF ORDER q2 
For most of what follows we assume that 17 is an arbitrary finite projective 
plane of order q2 and that I7 admits a collineation group G which is isomorphic 
to PSU,(q). Since II is desarguesian if q = 2, we may assume that q is greater 
than 2. 
LEMMA 1. If Ill is a projective plane of order q2 which admits a collineation 
group G isomorphic to PSU,(q), then G fixes no point OY line of I7 and G has 
exactly one point orbit and a line orbit of length q3 + 1 on which G is 2-transitive. 
Proof. Let q = pk, where p is an odd prime and let Ai denote the point 
orbits of II of lengths ni, respectively. For q > 2, G is a simple group [3] 
and is faithfully represented as a transitive permutation group on each A, for 
which ni # 1. The smallest number of elements on which PSU,(q) may be 
represented is q3 + 1, except for q = 5, in which the smallest number is 
50 [6]. Since there are q2 + 1 lines on each point of II and q2 + 1 points on 
eachlineof17,andforq#5,q2+1 <q3+1andforq=5,q2+1<50, 
it must be that G fixes no point or line of 17. 
We refer to Mitchell’s list of maximal subgroups of G and search this list 
for possible indices ni in the interval qs + I < ni < q4 + q2 + 1 when 
q # 5. For q = 5 we require that 50 < ni < q4 + q2 + 1 = 651. 
The following is the list of maximal subgroups of G [6]: 
1. Groups of order q3(q2 - 1) d-l. 
2. Groups of order q(q2 - l)(q + 1) d-l. 
3. Groups of order 6(q + 1)” d-l. 
4. Groups of order 3(q2 - q + 1) d-l. 
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5. Groups of order q(q” - 1). 
6. PSU,(p”), m 1 k, k/m is odd; order p3m(p3m + l)(p2’” - 1) d-l. 
7. Groups containing PSU3(pm) as a normal subgroup of index 3 if 3 
divides q + 1 and m divides k where k/m is odd. 
8. Groups of order 216 if 9 divides q + 1; groups of orders 72 and 36 
if 3 divides q + 1. 
9. Groups of order 168 if d\/--7 4 GF(pk); or if p = 7. 
10. Groups of order 360 if 45 E GF(pk) and a cube root of unity does 
not exist in GF(p”); or if k is even and p = 3. 
11. Groups of order 720 for p = 5 and k is odd. 
12. Groups of order 2520 for p = 5 and k is odd. 
For q # 5, the subgroups of type 1 admit the possible indices (q3 + ])a, 
where a < (q2 + q + l)(q + 1)-l; the groups of type 2, for all q, and type 3, 
for q = 3, admit the indices q2(q2 - q + 1); and the groups of type 4 through 
12 have indices EQ greater than q4 + q2 + 1. Since neither (q3 + 1)~ nor 
q2(q2 - q + 1) divide N = q4 + q2 + 1, and N = (q3 + 1) + q2(q2 - q + I), 
there are exactly two point (and line) orbits of G on 17 of lengths q3 + 1 and 
q2(q2 - q + 1). For q = 5, we again have possible indices (q3 + l)a, and 
q2(q2 - q + 1) which arise from the groups of type 1 and type 2, respectively. 
The groups of types 4 through 10 have indices greater than 651. Subgroups 
of the groups of type 11 have order 720/b and index 175b. For 175b < 651, 
we require b = 1, 2, or 3, so the possible orbit lengths arising from the 
groups of type 11 are 175, 350 or 525. Subgroups of the groups of type 12 
have order 2520/c and index 50~. For 50~ < 651, we require 1 < c < 12. 
So for q = 5, the possible orbit lengths n, are 126a, for 0 < a < 5, 175, 350, 
525, and 5Oc, for 0 < c < 12. Since we must satisfy the Diophantine 
equation Ci mini = 651, for mi > 0, only two possibilities survive, namely, 
n, = 126, n2 = 525; or n, = 126, ni = 175, i = 2, 3, 4. Hence, G has 
exactly one orbit of length q3 + 1. 
For q even, say q = 2” > 2, the following is the list of maximal subgroups 
of G, where d = 1 or 3 according as k is even or odd [4]: 
1. Groups of order 23k(22k - 1) d-l. 
2. Groups of order 2k(22k - 1)(2” + 1) d-l. 
3. Groups of order 6(2” + 1)2 d-l. 
4. Groups of order 3(22k - 2” + 1) d-l. 
5. PSU3(2m) of order 23”(23m + 1)(22” - I), where k/m is an odd prime. 
6. Groups containing PSU3(2m) as a normal subgroup of index 3 when 
m is odd and k = 3m. 
7. A group of order 36 when k = 1. 
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For q > 2, the only indices less than q4 + q2 + 1 arise from the groups 
of type 1 or type 2. In the former case, the possible indices are (q3 + l)a, 
where a -=c (a” + q + l)(q + 1)-l, and in the latter only the index q2(q2 - q + 1) 
occurs. Hence, as in the case when q is odd, G fixes no point or line of 17, 
and for q even G admits exactly two point and two line orbits of lengths 
q3 + 1 and q2(q2 - q + 1). 
The transitive representations of PSU,(q) of degree q3 + 1 correspond to 
the action of PSU,(q) on the subgroups which fix the center and axis of a 
group of elations and all such type 1 subgroups are conjugate. So G is 2-tran- 
sitive on the orbit of length q3 + 1. 
LEMMA 2. If II is a projective plane of order q2 which admits a collineation 
group G isomorphic to PSU,(q), then II contains a unital which is Jixed by G. 
Proof. Let A denote the point orbit of II of length q3 + 1 and @ the 
following collections of points and lines of l7: the points of Q, are those of A 
and the lines of CD are the lines of I7 which contain at least two points of A. 
Since G is 2-transitive on A, each line in @ contains the same number of 
points of A; denote this number as k. So @ is a (b, v, r, k, ;\)-design with 
v = q3 + 1, and h = 1. Using the relations r(h - 1) = h(v - l), and 
bh = vr, [7], we have r = q3/(h - 1) and b = (q” + 1) q3/h(h - 1). Here r 
is the number of lines of CD on each point of CD and since r < q2, we have 
K - 1 > q. Also R divides q3 + 1 and so k = q + 1. This implies that 
b = q2(q2 - q + l), and r = q2. So @ is a unital and is clearly fixed by G. 
LEMMA 3. (Seib). Let I7 be a Jinite projective plane of order q2, @ a unital 
embedded in II, and 01 a planar involution of II which fixes CD. If II,, is the 
subplane $xed point-wise by 01, then exactly q + 1 points and q2 lines of @ are 
in II,; also 
(i) If q is even, the points of @ in II,, lie on a line. 
(ii) If q is odd, the points of @ in II,, form an oval. 
For a proof of Lemma 3, see Seib’s paper [8]. 
LEMMA 4. If II is a projective plane of order q2 which admits a collineation 
group G isomorphic to PSU,(q), then all the involutions in G are perspectivities. 
Proof. Let CD be the unital in l7 arising from the point orbit A of length 
q3 + 1. All the involutions in G are conjugate; so suppose some involution 01 
in G point-wise fixes a subplane l7, of order q. Then, by Lemma 3, 01 fixes 
exactly q + 1 points of @, and so q is odd. This is so since an involution in G 
when considered as a permutation in the representation on the isotropic 
vectors of PG2(q2) is either an elation or a homology. So if 01 fixes q + 1 such 
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vectors, 01 corresponds to a homology of PG,(q2) and since 01 has order 2, 
2 divides q - 1; so q is odd. On the other hand, G acts on the points of r9 
as does PSU,(q) on the absolute points of PG2(q2). So the centralizer of 01 
in G, Co(,) fixes a line of @. But C,(a) h as exactly two orbits of length 
q + 1 and q3 - q; so the q + 1 points of @ fixed by (II lie on this line fixed 
by C,(CX). This implies that q is even. The contradiction shows that no 
involution in G fixes a proper subplane point-wise and by [I] all the involu- 
tions in G are perspectivities. 
3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM. If II is a projective plane of order q2 and G is a collineation group 
of II which is isomorphic to PSU,(q), then 
1. II is a desarguesian plane, and 
2. G contains all the possible elations of II which commute with a suitable 
polarity of unitary type. 
Proof. We separate the proof into two parts. 
Case 1. q even. Let T be an elementary abelian 2-group of order q in G; 
all q3 + 1 such subgroups are conjugate in G. The elements in T are elations 
of IT since G has no planar involutions. Let DI be a nonidentity elation in T 
with center at x; then since each element in T commutes with 01, T fixes X. 
The normalizer, N, of Tin G has order q3(q2 - 1)/d and so the index 1 G : N 1 
is equal to q3 + 1. If y in G does not normalize T, then y cannot fix x, for 
otherwise since N is a maximal subgroup of G [4], N and NY generate G and 
this implies that G fixes x, which is not the case. Hence, x is in an orbit of 
length q3 + 1 and so is a point of the unital @. LY. fixes no point of @ other 
than x, so the axis of 01 is not a line of @ and hence is the unique line on x, 
denoted x6, which is not a line of the unital. This also implies that T is the 
group of (x, x6)-elations in G. The transitivity of G on A implies that for each 
point x in @, there is a group T(x) of ( x, x8)-elations of order q in G. Hence, 
there is a l-l involutory correspondence 6 between the points x of 0 and the 
lines x6 of 17 not in @ such that x is incident with x6. 
We now show that S is a polarity of 17. Let a,, a2 be two distinct points in @, 
and let aI6 n a26 = 1, and L = aXa2 . It must be that ais contains 1 for each 
point ai in @ n L since if ais 17 a$ = m, for i # 1, 2, there exists an elation 
01 in T(a,) such that aia = a2 . So a? = a26 and ms 1 a26. But m is fixed by 01 
since m 1 als, so m I a,“; hence m = 1. Clearly 1 is not a point in @ since the 
only point of @ on aI6 is a, . If we denote I6 = L, for each such 1, then 6 
yields a l-l correspondence between the points of II not in @ with the lines 
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of @. 6 is defined so as to preserve incidence and so 6 is a polarity of IIZ with 
the q3 + 1 points of @ as absolute points. Also 6 is centralized by G and has @ 
as the associated unital. 
Now let a, , a2 denote two distinct points of @ and T, , T, the groups of 
(aI , al”)- and (a2 , azs)-elations in G. Then the group H generated by TI and 
T2 is a subgroup of GL , where L is the line on a, and a2 , and His isomorphic 
to PSL,(q), [4]. Also G, is the product of H with a cyclic group D of order 
(q + 1)/d which fixes the q + 1 points of @ on L. Let Z denote the set of 
q2 - q points of II on L which are not in @. Then if x is a point in Z, 
1 H, ] > q(q2 - l)/(q2 - q) = q + 1, which is odd and so 1 H, ] = q + 1; 
so H is transitive on Z. Since G leaves 6 invariant, H is imprimitive on Z 
where the blocks have length 2 and consist of the pairs of points x, x6 n L, 
x E Z, and H is primitive on this block system. But GL is the product of H 
and D with D normal in GL; so either D fixes all the blocks or D is transitive 
on the (q2 - 4)/2 blocks. Since D has order (q + 1)/d, D fixes the blocks 
element-wise and since D has odd order D fixes each point of .Z and hence 
each point of L. Also D fixes L”; so D is the group D(L) of (LS, L)-homologies 
in G. Hence, we have a correspondence between each line L of @ with a group 
of (L”, L)-homologies in G of order (q + 1)/d. 
We are at the position where every point x in CD, and the line x6 on x and 
not in CD, are associated with an elementary abelian 2-group of elations T(x) 
of order q in G, and each line L of @, and point L6 not in CD, are associated 
with a cyclic group D(L), of order (q + 1)/d of (La, L)-homologies in G. 
Now the only elations of II which commute with S are (x, x8)-elations, where x 
is a point of @, i.e., an absolute point of 6. For each x in @, there are q other 
points of CD on each line of CD which contains x; so G contains all the possible 
(x, x8)-elations of II which commute with 6. 
Let ff denote the desarguesian plane PG2(q2) on which PSLJ,(q) acts as a 
collineation group which leaves invariant a unitary polarity 8. Let 8 be an 
isomorphism between G and G = PSU,(q); then 8 induces a correspondence 
0 between II and 17 defined by: 
for x E CD’, 
I 
B(x) = x 
@(x”) = fd o &T(x)) = T(x); 
forLEG, 
I 
8(L) = JT 
B(L6) = E” 
o &D(L)) = D(L). 
Here the point-line pair (x, x6), with x E CD determines the group T(x) and 
under 8, T(x) corresponds to T(X), a group of elations in G with center at 
X. Each point-line pair (L*, L) with L E CD determines the group D(L) and 
under 0, D(L) corresponds to D(L), a group of homologies in G with center 
at Lb. For q > 2, the groups D(L) are nontrivial; so 8 is a l-l correspondence 
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between the points and lines of II with the points and lines of n. We must 
show that 0 preserves the incidence relation. The basic tool is that two 
(x, X)- and (y, Y)-perspectivities 01 and ,!I commute if and only if x 1 Y and 
y / X. Since G centralizes 6, the perspectivity groups G(x, 9) and G( y, y8) 
centralize each other if and only if x / y” or y ) x6. If X is a line not in @, and x 
is a point of @, then x 1 X, o x6 = X; so under 8, T(x) corresponds to T(x) 
and so f 1 X; if 1 is a point not in @, then 11 X o D(L) fixes X and x, where -- 
x = X8, L = Is 0 D(L) normalizes T(x) 0 D(L) normalizes T(x) 0 D(L) 
fixes x and X o I 1 X, where 3 = X. If L is a line in @ and m is a point not 
in @, then m ) L o D(m) fixes L and L” o D(M) normalizes D(L), where -- -- -- 
142 = ms t> D(M) normalizes D(L) u D(M) fixes z and E” o M 1 L. So t9 
is an isomorphism and n is a desarguesian plane. 
Case 2. q odd. Let or, (Jo be two distinct involutions in G; these are 
homologies of n since q is odd and G contains no planar involutions. Let 
C,(U$), i = 1,2, denote the centralizers of oi in G. If u1 and (us have the same 
axis L, then L is fixed by G, the group generated by CG(al) and Cc(u.J [6], 
which is not the case. Likewise ui and us have distinct centers. Hence, each 
involution in G is associated with a distinct nonincident point-line pair. An 
involution u in G corresponds to a homology in PSUa(q) acting on PG,(q2) and 
so u fixes exactly q + 1 points of @, and these points lie on the line L, so 
C is a line of @; likewise the center of u is a point not in @, which we 
denote as L6. This yields a 1-I involutory correspondence 6 between the lines 
of @ and the points not in 0. 
Let Q denote a Sylow p-subgroup in G of order q3. Q fixes a point x in @ 
and is regular (and transitive) on the points of @ different from x. So Q is 
transitive on the lines of @ on x and fixes the unique line of II on x which 
does not lie in @, denote this line as x 6. Let T(x) denote the center of Q; 
T(x) is an elementary abelian p-group of order q which in its action on @ 
fixes all the blocks on x. Hence, T(x) fixes all the points on x6 and T(x) is a 
group of (x, a+)-elations in G. 
Now 6 is a l-l involutory correspondence between the points and lines of 17 
which we show is a polarity of fl. If x is a point of @ and L is a line of @, 
then if x 1 L our definitions imply thatLS 1 x0. Now x 1 Y, where Y is not a line 
of @ o Y = 9, and so x6 1 Y6 = x. If L and M are two distinct lines of @, 
let uL , oM denote the unique involutory homologies with axes L and M 
respectively. Then M6 I L c> a, fixes M6 o u,u, = 0~0, + a, fixes 
111 t> M 1 La. So 6 is a polarity of 17 and G leaves 6 invariant. 
An elation of II which commutes with 6 must be an (x, x8)-elation for some 
point x in di. Since T(x) has order q and there are exactly q points in @, 
different from x, and, on each line of @ which contains x, G contains all the 
possible elations of II which commute with 6. 
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Let n, G, 8, etc. have the same meaning as in Case 1. For each point-line 
pair x, X with x E @ and x6 = X, there corresponds a pair 5, X in n such 
that X’ = X and T(x) corresponds to T(Y) in G. For each pair (I, L) in LZ 
with 1” = L, and L in @, there corresponds a pair 1, L in f;f such that a, , 
the unique involutory homology in G with axis L corresponds to 62 in G. 
This yields the l-l correspondence between the points and line of LZ with the 
points and lines of n. As before, if x E @ and X # @, then x [ X o X = 
xs+%jX.IfLisalineof@andxisapointof@,thenx lLandL6 j x6=+7’(x) 
fixes L and L6 o a, normalizes T(x) 0 OE normalizes T(x) 0 T(x) fixes 
L o x 1 L and L” 1 x”. If L and M are distinct lines of @, then M6 1 L o CT~ 
and oM commute u GE and 0~ commute o J%!” I L, and dually. So II is a 
desarguesian plane. 
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